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HIstory of photoshopAdobe photoshop       
● created in 1990- 

14 versions to 

date

● Used globally for 

amazing photos, 

art, etc

● Recently public 

uproar to reduce 

photoshop use 

among models



Photoshop FAILS! In the media







campaigns
● aerie real- lingerie 
● brand sales increased 20% 

and then another 30% in 
the following year

●  dove real 
beauty campaign- 
released a study 
discussing self-
esteem and 
photoshop



Why? 
What? 
how?

Now that I had the WHAT, I wanted to figure out the HOW.

How are these effects achieved and what makes them so 
dramatic?





Before and afters
First fail

What went wrong???



Fail #2
● Where did her nose 

go?
● I forgot to do her 

eyes at the same time
● Too heavy handed















process
Video:

● 22 minutes of 
editing 

● Sped up x800
● https:

//youtu.
be/8sm_8C6RFw
E

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sm_8C6RFwE


What i learned

● Do both sides of the face, at the same time

● Do NOT set the mode to overlay- it will turn all 

different shades of orange

● Trial and error

● experiment!
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Process
- Set up a home studio
- Checked out two cameras 
- Took a bunch of different photos of our models at 

multiple different angles, on multiple different settings
(ISO, Shutter Speed etc…)

- Watched Many tutorials and read many articles of how to 
photoshop as realistic as they do in magazines

- Opened photos and color corrected them.
- Opened photos into photoshop and experimented with 

different tools, until finally producing a good product



Process



What I learned
- Size of the brush is very important 
- Needing to learn the correct use for the correct tools
- Had to be very precise when smoothing skin and getting 

rid of blemishes, because some tools will just try to mix 
everything together

- Need to be very precise when making a selection, or else 
it could cause unnatural looks 

- Even when focusing on one area of a face, constantly 
check the whole picture to make sure you didn’t edit too 
much in one spot.  



Tool use



Over Editing 
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